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~
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~
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A London Crawl
On Saturday 11th March three, normally, very sensible members took their
lives in my hands as I led a pub-crawl to various unknown parts of our Capital
City, in some cases unknown to me as well.
Departing on the 08.24 from Taunton our train was routed via Bristol nonstop to Reading due to engineering works at Castle Cary. This added 40 min
to journey which actually helped, as the first port of call did not open until
12.00.
Joining the 436 bus in Prade Street we alighted at The Oval Cricket ground
and walked north on Kennington Park Road to the Oaka (Mansion House) the
only Oakhams pub in London. We also had a meal here which is mainly Thai
menu. The usual Oakhams range was on and very pleasant it was.
On the advice given in my guide book we also tried the Old Red Lion next
door, “Wow!” what a find must call back some time and stay longer!
Across the road and onto the 155 to Brixton, a very fine sunny day made
for a very packed location which helped in losing sight of our next bus '322'
which we eventually found and travelled via various housing estates to Gypsy
Hill Rail Station.
Alighting and walking back a
few yards we encountered The
Beer Rebellion with some very
good unusual cask and craft
beer available. Unfortunately,
the local Gypsy Hill Brewery,
which is close by, was not
open on this particular
Saturday.
As the 322 was only a 30min
service I was put on guard so
we didn’t lose one and have to
wait longer or climb the very The Crystal Palace High Level Station as
steep hill to Crystal Palace.
mentioned in Phil’s text.
On arrival just 5 min later,
we found Westow House a
very grand pub on the main cross roads, good beers by the looks of the pump
clips but very busy so we opted for the Grape & Grain across the road. Well
the beers on offer were good but the premises were in a very run down state
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sadly needing a refurb which, according to the barmaid, will be in April and it
will become another Wetherspoon’s.
A walk down hill, cheers all round, we arrived at Crystal Palace Station
very clean and well maintained but a shadow of its former self when first
rebuilt in 1854 for the Crystal Place Exhibition Centre that was moved from
Hyde Park in 1851. It lasted until a major fire in 1934 and this huge station,
Low Level, together with a high level one, demolished some years ago, soon
fell in to disuse. So after an appreciative look we were off on London
Overground to Shadwell; it was just as well that that was our destination as
engineering works stopped trains going any further.
Changing to a Docklands Railway train just one station to Limehouse we
found, just under the stations arch on Commercial Road, the latest Craft Beer
Co pub formally the Railway Tavern. Again excellent cask ales and craft
beers. A short trip on 15 bus took us to The Tower of London were we found
tucked away behind Trinity House, 'Draft House Seething' in Seething Lane.
We were very fortunate that every pub we visited had good cask and craft
beers available and it was a great day out. Thanks to Alan Walker, Tony
Goulding and Pete Lye, we will do it again some time to a different part of our
great Capital. The Crawl was organised using Des de Moor’s “London’s Best
Beer Pubs and Bars” and London CAMRA Regions’ bi-monthly magazine
“London Drinker”.
Phil Emond.
* * * * *

An open letter to CAMRA
Sirs,

I have been a longtime supporter of CAMRA; as a licensee, customer
and minor-activist.
Keith Turner of Kidderminster's letter in February’s ‘What’s Brewing’
kicked me into writing this letter as I too believe that ‘Craft Beer’ should
not be associated with CAMRA.
Whilst this way of presenting ‘Beer’ has a close resemblance to the
taste and presentation of the ‘Traditional way’ - it has its own corner of the
market and should not be affiliated with the present CAMRA.
I have an original copy of ‘Campaign For Real Ale’ Constitution’ that
was agreed at the Annual General Meeting held in York on 7th March
1974.
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The Constitution starts:
Paragraph 1) Agreeing what the organization was to be called: - then
paragraph two moved onto ‘Objectives.’
There were 7 ‘Objectives’ (which I will list) then followed by the
business running of the organization in the Constitution.
The ‘Objectives’ listed are as follows: a)To protect the interests of all those that wish to drink real ale.
CAMRA defines real ale as: ii)Draught: living beer kept and served in natural condition without
the assistance of extraneous carbon dioxide.
iii)Bottled: beer where a secondary fermentation occurs while the
beer is conditioning in the bottle.
d)To campaign for the improvement in the quality of ale.
e)To draw to the attention of members and general public those
places where real ale can be found.
f)To promote and foster activities concerned with the consumption of
real ale.
g)To ensure that the facilities of the traditional British pub, including
the public bar, are retained where a demand clearly exists.
h)To ensure in every manner possible that brewers and retailers act in
the best interests of the customer.
i)In the furtherance of these objectives CAMRA shall at no time
discriminate on the grounds of social, political, race, sex or religion.
The only question that comes to my mind is – ‘what does the word
“Real”, in this context, mean?'
What we understand as ‘real ale’ is a ‘traditional way of presenting beer to
customers.’ Because all beer is ‘real’! It doesn’t matter if it comes out of a
bottle, pressurised keg, a tin can, a bucket or a jam jar; it is all real!
This word ‘real’ has now become synonymous with our understanding of
beer that is not carbonated.
In reality I am sure our four founder members, of CAMRA, Michael
Hardman, Bill Mellor, Graham Lees and Jim Makin were all wishing that
the craft and skill of brewing beer and thereby presenting it to the customer
- as it had been prior to the advent of the ‘keg’ system - should not be lost!
In my own experience there is also a skill attributed to the ‘Innkeeper’
in the way (he/she) looks after their charge on its arrival at their respective
establishments. My early experience of looking after three different beers;
Bass, Worthington and Whitbread Bitter – was that they all had their own
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‘quirks’ – therefore how you looked after one was not the same as the
others! There was an innkeepers art and ability connected to the final
presentation.
The ‘Craft Beers’ are taking away the innkeepers skill and
understanding of beer presentation. It allows the beer to last longer
although we are told that that is how the ‘brewer’ wants the customer to
experience his achievement. Perhaps there is an analogy similar to an
artist who has painted a picture, when he presents it, the audience will all
see the same image but will interpret it in their own individual way; liking it, accepting it or mocking it! The picture doesn’t change: opinions may!
To conclude the ‘Objectives’ of our original constitution: a)
(i) and (ii) - should be adhered to and let the ‘Craft Beer’
fraternity organize their own advancement and promotions.
Yours faithfully,
Jeremy Leyton.
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A WATCHET CELEBRATION.
Alternatively, should I say Celebrations?
The West Somerset town of Watchet which nestles, snugly, on the north
coast of the county on the edge of Exmoor National Park in Bridgwater Bay,
part of the Bristol Channel, has history going back to the Iron Age.
The Anglo Saxons invaded then the Vikings in the 10th Century. The 15th
century St Decuman’s Church overlooks the town from the top of the hill.
The harbour which used to
export iron ore to South Wales
for Ebbe Vale Steelworks and
paper from the now closed mill
has now been converted into a
Marina.
I would suspect that no one
would have thought that come
to 2017 a small town with a
population of less than 3,800
would still have four pubs, one
Cider Bar and one Club all
doing well for the locals and
the many visitors who arrive by Buses of Somerset Service 28, Coach, the
West Somerset Railway, Car or by Boat.
What is more extraordinary is that on Saturday 1st April a group of
Somerset CAMRA Members, with Bob Southwell SW Regional Cider
Coordinator and his minder, (trust me he needs one), Terry Cook from
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Teignmouth in Devon, descended on Watchet to present not one but four
CAMRA Certificates:
Esplanade Club, joint Somerset Branch Club of the Year 2017 with the
Wyvern Club Taunton. Having previously achieved this title in 2010/11/12 &
14
Peebles Tavern. Somerset Branch Cider Pub of the Year 2017.
Previously holders of this title for the past three years.
SW Regional
winners in
2014 & 15, a
first in two
consecutive
years, and
national
runners up in
2015.
The Star.
15
consecutive
years in GBG
and third
place
Somerset
Pub of the
Year 2017. Previous Pub of the Year and featuring many times in POTY
voting.
Quite a day for all these regular Good Beer Guide entries in Watchet, and we
think, probably, an unusual record.
Phil Emond.
Photos above, with thanks to Terry Walker from Watchet.
G:\Pints of View\Pictures\IMG_2981.JPG

Part of the internal decoration of ‘Pebbles Tavern’
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Dawdling in Dorset
It is a bright, sunny, morning when we leave the Star Inn, Watchet on our
74th Beer Trip. After a pick-up in Bishops Lydeard we head for our first pub
which was going to be the Rest and be Welcome at Melbury Osmond on the
A37 but the day before I found that it had closed for refurbishment. A quick
half hour of maps and telephone calls changed the initial venue to The
Chetnole Inn, about two miles to the East. Arriving in the village of 'Chetnole'
we are met by the landlady 'Maria' who had three beers on tap: Butcombe
Rare Breed which is their regular, I go for a Thwaites' Wainwright while some
of the lads who like a darker beer go for Goff's Fallen Night. If you are in this
area of Dorset The Chetnole is well worth checking out. After an hour it is
back on the bus for the short drive to Evershot on the other side of the A37
and our second pub: The Acorn Inn where Natalie, Irene and Jack are on duty.
This pub has an impressive restaurant at the front with a locals' bar at the back.
I have a Dartmoor Legend whilst the others go for either Bath Gem or Otter
Bitter. Thomas, the bar manager, arrives and puts bowls of spicy nuts on the
bar so we are very soon onto a second pint to wash them down: Doesn't time
fly when you're having fun.
Dave has the bus warmed up and it is seven miles through pleasant
countryside to the town of Beaminster and our next port of call, The
Greyhound, a Palmers' pub stocking 200, I.P.A. And Copper with Brian and Jo
doing us the honours. I have Copper to wash down a Cheddar, Bacon and
Black Pudding Stack – well I was getting peckish. The Greyhound is in the
middle of the town and Brian informed us that the pub next door had been
closed and was in the middle of an overhaul – hopefully re-opening soon.
Time to move on.
It is eight miles down the A3066 to the south coast town of West Bay
home to the television series 'Broadchurch'. There are 4 pubs in this small
resort and we start at the West Bay Hotel where we meet Sam, Holly and
Lauren serving four Palmers beers and, a real treat, home-made pork
scratchings. We only have an hour in the town so it is a quick pint before
moving on to The Bridport Arms Hotel where the barman, Connor, has three
Palmers' on: 200, I.P.A. and Trawlerman. We go for the latter as we hadn't
seen it in any of the other Palmers' pubs. Quickly on to The Quarterdeck
Tavern, Andy has Cornish and Tribute from St Austell plus Exmoor Ale. I
decide to go for the low gravity Cornish. As time cracks on it is a quick dash
a couple of miles down the coast to Burton Bradstock and The Three
Horseshoes. This is another Palmers' hostelry offering 200, Gold, Copper,
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I.P.A. and their 5.5% Tally Ho. We have a good laugh with the duty lady
crew of Laura, Molly, Helen and Jocie who look after us all very well. Our
hour is soon up and it is 5.15 pm.
Back on the bus and three miles later we are in Bridport. There are eight
pubs here, we have and hour and a half to enable the lads and lasses to get
some much needed food down their necks. Most of us head to The
Greyhound, a Wetherspoons pub. A large mixed grill washed down by a pint
of Dorset Brewing's Great Expectations does the trick before we move across
the road to a new brew pub called The Pursuit of Hoppiness. The landlord, Al,
has Tapstone Opium Wars, Mallisons Rakaseka, Thornbridge Shaft, an
Oatmeal Porter from Bristol Beer Factory and the one I decide to try
Temperance Street Beer Nouveau served by the lovely Canadian, Katie. As I
am chatting to Al he tells me of other weird and wonderful beers he has on his
'hit list' before breaking off to enquire “What's going on over there?” Brakey
is standing in his boxer shorts because Linda has knicked his pants. I think the
ale has started to kick-in with a vengence.
Time to move on. The last pub of or day was supposed to be The Bottle
Inn at Marshwood, the Dorset and Wessex Region pub of the year.
Apparently the owner had a divorce in Australia, came back to England and
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gave the tenants notice so that he could live there. So to make it easy on our
driver it is straight up the A3066 and a mile or so over the Dorset/Somerset
border finds us in Crewkerne. Severn pubs to choose from so we start in East
Street and The White Hart where Kieran, the landlord, has Oakham Scarlett
Macaw, Oakham I.P.A., a 6% beer and Bristol Beer Factory's Nova. A quick
pint and it is off to The King William in Barn St, well tucked away but well
worth finding. The landlady, Sylvia, makes us very welcome. Butcombe
Bitter, Bays Springtime and the one which I have: Tring Sunshine. These are
served by Fiona and soon cellarman, Kevin, appears to tell us of the beers
which he hopes to put on mainly from out of our region. Again our time runs
out far too quickly before it is back on the bus and forty miles back to
Watchet. Twenty four very contented people alight and head for home with
further three of us deciding to drop in to The Star for a nightcap. The next trip
is a forty nine seater for a day out in Worcester. I'll let you know how it goes.
Mick Cleveland
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Branch LocAle Pubs
Somerset CAMRA defines a LocAle pub as one which normally stocks at least one Ale
brewed within 30 Miles of the pub

Legend:
C = Real Cider
D = Members Discounts available
G = Appears in 2017 Good Beer Guide
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IN SEARCH OF THE AUSTRIAN AMBER NECTAR
No, not a case of spell-check gone mad or Paul Hogan extolling the virtues of
an Alpine fizzy drink - no, I’m in search of the near extinct Vienna lager.
Think ‘Austria’ and this conjures up a country renowned for its sticky cakes,
coffee and, perhaps, diethylene glycol tainted wine. Yet we do not associate it
with beer. However, one of Europe’s finest ales came from here and I travelled
to Vienna to search it out.
Invented at the beginning of the Victorian era, Vienna lager was a copper
coloured, malty brew and had all but disappeared by the turn of the Twentieth
Century. However, with the whole of Europe revisiting its ancient brewing
traditions, I had high hopes of locating a glass of this pale amber ale.
Researching the Vienna beer scene before my trip
suggested a thriving brew pub culture with new age
beers in abundance. So, with my EasyJet ticket in
hand I boarded a flight to immerse myself in the
beers of Vienna and try a couple of likely venues.
My first port of call was Bar 1516 in the southern
part of the historic centre. The year 1516 is the date
of the German purity law (Reinheitsgebot) which
said that beer should only contain water, barley and
hops (yeast, in its cultivated form had yet to be
identified). However, this is rather a paradox as
Austria was never subject to this German legislation.
Bar 1516 had all the hallmarks of the perfect English
pub; dark, warm and womb-like. However, this was a womb from a bygone
age; one where cigarette smoke and nicotine umbilically entered the
bloodstream as well as the alcohol - for Austria stubbornly refuses to join the
rest of Europe in its dictatorial edicts about not killing yourself with poisonous
chemicals. It’s one bad mother.
Smoking has been banned in public places since 2009 but, for some reason,
restaurants and cafes are exempt and smoking is still tolerated (although only
until 2018 when an outright ban will apply). This, I thought, would make
tasting beers somewhat more challenging as I had forgotten how pernicious
the smell of cigarette smoke was. However, people managed to taste beers
prior to 2007 in the UK so I suppose I’m just being picky.
I started with the Hop Devil IPA. This was both a blessing and huge schoolboy error. Good because the beer was fantastic, bursting with American
hoppiness, nearly enough to blow your socks off. Bad because it nuked the
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pallet so that very little would be tasted ever again. But, there was a hop serum
to calm the taste-buds available in the form of Black Sherry, a stout matured in
sherry cask. However, no Vienna amber and so I tried my luck around the
corner at Stadtbrauerei Schwarzenberg.
Here I was greeted by the soft melodies of US country and western, classic
Austrian Tyrol décor, gleaming stainless steel vessels and cuddly animals.
I discussed honey beer with the brewer; rich, sweet and malty (the beer, not
the owner). I was told he adds the honey in the fermenter which makes perfect
sense, as the beer doesn’t get decanted into the barrel, but is served fresh,
cloudy and chewy – all
positives I’m happy to
say. But, sadly again, no
traditional amber.
So, it was with some
disappointment that I
made my way back to
my hotel. En route back
I was confronted by an
‘A’ board outside a bar;
‘Bud Light is to beer
what Justin Bieber is to
music’. Well it would
have been churlish not to
pop in when someone
had gone to so much
trouble to provide such a modern analogy.
Whilst I never got to find my Austrian amber, I did learn that if you like
Samuel Adams Boston lager then you are drinking something approaching this
ancient brew. So, with necessity being the mother of invention and owning a
brewery, I decided to brew my own …
The result?
Check out the website to find out when the Stowey Brewery, Nether Vienna
will be available in West Somerset – www.4ale.co.uk
Ian Pearson owns the Stowey Brewery, Somerset’s smallest commercial nanobrewery.
(Ian hopes to have his beer in Pebbles Tavern , Watchet, sometime in May. So
while you are on the Pub Trail….! Ed)
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FARMERS ARMS Combe Florey verses BLUE BALL Triscombe
As we, all know by now the Farmers Arms Combe Florey has closed due
to fire damage.
The expertise of the Fire Brigade managed to contain the fire to the pub
thus saving the Kitchen and Cellar from any damage.
Obviously, this is going to be a lengthy time for the Farmers for
refurbishment and reopening, but not all is lost in the interim.
Tim Young with Jane who own the Farmers have taken out a lease on the
Blue Ball at Triscombe just 3 miles north on the A358, turn right at Red Post
and in three quarters of a mile you will come to the pub.
Buses of Somerset service 28 stops at Red Post daily.
The Menu, Real Ales, Real Cider, various other drinks and dedication by
the staff is no different from the Farmers so only the surroundings have
changed.
Why not go and support the Blue Ball, its well worth the effort.
Phil Emond.
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The Blue Ball - Triscombe

Pub and Brewery News
In the last issue of Pints of View it was stated that Quantock Brewery had
gone into Liquidation. We are only too happy to correct this - the Brewery is
in fact expanding and recently released a new beer QPA (Quantock Pale Ale).
Exmoor were awarded Silver for ‘Beast’ in the SIBA SW Region
Champion Beer of Britain judging.
Both RCH and Cottage have ceased brewing.
The Rose & Crown, East Ling has closed.
The Lime Kiln at Knole (near Long Sutton) has been taken over by
Butcombe.
The Castle in West Coker has closed and the local residents doubt that its
doors will open again.
Three Beer Festivals over the late May Holiday:
The Royal Oak (Sonny’s) Hardington.
The Candlelight, Bishopswood.
The Brewers Arms, South Petherton.
The Fleur de Lis in Stoke-sub Hamdon has had closed doors for a couple
of months while Marstons try to find a new leasee.
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Quality Real Cider in Pubs - From Simple Beginnings
Since I discovered real cider at my first CAMRA beer festival in the late
80’s the availability of the product inpubs has dramatically increased. At the
time the nearest pubs to me where I could enjoy a real cider or perry were
around 50 miles away in Norwich or Cambridge, and there were only one or
two pubs there where it was available.
Thankfully it is a very different situation now, with not only most real
cider drinkers being able to find a pub nearby where they can enjoy their
favourite tipple, but the number of producers has also increased with most
areas of the country having at least a few that they could call local.
One reason for the increase in availability of real cider in pubs is, no
doubt, the fact that they can buy it in a bag-in-box. This means that the
producers don't have to get their tubs back and there is less likelihood of
spoilage due to the air getting in to the container in which the cider is kept. It
is also much easier for a pub to keep a box at the back of the bar than a tub.
Whilst the cider in a box is unlikely to spoil due to air getting in to it, it
still needs some care and one of the most common problems that I come
across is cider that has not been kept at the right temperature. You may find it
convenient just to put your box of cider on the bar and leave it there but you
are very likely to find that, unless you are selling it very quickly, the quality of
the cider will deteriorate. In fact, I have spoken to at least one producer who
has refused to sell his cider to a pub which does this because he was worried
about the quality of his cider at point-of-sale.
So, what temperature should you keep your cider at? Real cider is best
kept at cellar temperature. I realise that it is not possible for all pubs to keep
their cider in the cellar at all times but, if you can find a way of overcoming
this problem, the quality is likely to be better and it could reduce wastage due
to cider going off. One of the ways some pubs deal with this is they only have
the boxes on the bar during the hours that they are open.
Hopefully having good quality real cider available for customers
throughout the country will give more people the opportunity to visit their
local pub and enjoy a product that has been produced in Britain for many
years.
Andrea Briers, Chair of the Cider & Perry Campaigns Committee (aka
APPLE)
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The Thoughts of ‘Chairman Mick'
In my last little epistle I was telling you about Tim Young from the
Farmers Arms and what he wanted to do after the disastrous fire at his pub.
He wanted to erect a marquee or a log cabin so that his staff would still be
employed only to come up against Local Council Planning Officers and their
'not common sense' regulations. Not to be outdone Tim has taken on a one
year lease on the Blue Ball at Triscombe. He now has a place where all his
staff are employed and also an outlet for his 'Patriot Beers'. We all enjoyed his
opening night during which we were able to present him with 'Best Somerset
Beer at the 2016 Somerset Beer Festival' for his “Kiwi no Pants”. If you're
passing pop in.
The 15th Somerset Pub Trail kicked off on the 1st April, I hope you will
visit as many pubs as possible to collect your stickers. Also on 1st April four
CAMRA Certificates were presented to establishments in Watchet in one
hour:- “Congratulations,” to the winners and “Well done Watchet!”. Keep
propping up the bar!
Mick.
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Ashcott TA7 9PZ
01458 210232

We are proud to
be in the Good Beer
Guide for the 20th
consecutive year!
Real ales from
mainly West Country
micro breweries and
award-winning food
www.ringobells.com

‘Chairman Mick’ presents Tim Young
with his certificate for Somerset Beer of
the Festival ‘Kiwi No Pants’
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CAMRA South West Regional Campaigning Day 2017
There will be a regional campaigning day event in 2017 on Saturday June
17th. The event is scheduled to run between noon and 6pm that afternoon.
CAMRA members from all across the region are being invited to come to
Wells in Somerset that day. There will be transport laid on to shuttle them
between 8 pubs in and around Wells (which includes pubs on the borders of
both the Bristol and the Bath branch regions). Most of these pubs are rural,
and in the Good Beer Guide, and would benefit from CAMRA's support. Also
included would be a relatively new micropub in Wells itself.
For members arriving on public transport from other parts of the region, a
coach will be coming down from Bristol that would be able additionally to
pick up people arriving at Bristol Temple Meads railway station. There will
also be a pickup from Castle Cary station for members arriving from the south
and west (Castle Cary is on the London-Penzance line, just under an hour's
journey north of Exeter, and also on the line from Gloucester to Weymouth).
There would be two recommended pubs in Wells itself (in easy walking
distance of each other), and six more rural ones around Wells.
Members will be shuttled to the rural pubs using a couple of minibuses/small
coaches doing two shuttle routes, each of 25 minutes length, and each with 3
rural/village pubs on each route. Both shuttle routes would meet outside the
Globe Inn in Wells.
In addition, for anyone wishing to sample other pubs in the small city of
Wells, WhatPub lists 13 pubs in total there currently serving real ale.
Fiona Elsworth
Secretary, CAMRA South West Region
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A Warm Welcome from

EXMOOR

The George Inn: Brompton Regis. 1.5 Miles from the picturesque Wimbleball Lake, in
the southern part of Exmoor: We offer B&B 4 en-suite Letting Rooms, Sunday Roast with Pud for
£13.50. A warm welcome and even extend that to Well Behaved Dogs and Children. We are
pleased to be part of the Somerset CAMRA Pub Trail in 2017 which runs during April and May.
Our Website showing full opening times etc: www.thegeorgeonexmoor.co.uk
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Musings from the Bar
So two of our older breweries have gone to the wall: RCH, named after
The Royal Clarence Hotel in Burnham on Sea where it started brewing has
mashed its last after some 30 years while Cottage had 20+ since it was
awarded Champion Beer Of Britain with ‘Norman’s Conquest’. Times are
tight despite our previous Chancellor not adding the ‘beer escalator’ for the
last couple of budgets. How some of our Branch’s smaller breweries keep
going surprises me.
The Pub Trail seems to be progressing quite well
with lots of smiling landlords. My apologies to
those of you who found that the stickers in the
Quicksilver Mail didn’t - stick that is. We have
rectified the problem and warned Alan that various
imaginative ways of fixing the stickers in the the
passports may be encountered.
The George at Middlezoy held their annual
Festival over the Easter Break - a shame that we no
longer have the big CAMRA crowd there on the
Saturday. Graeme, the landlord was bemoaning
how difficult it is to find interesting traditional
bitters now - everything new seems to be very light,
citrusy and full of foreign hops. Some of the beers
that were presented are shown below: Big Job from
St Austell was probably my favourite - but so it
should be at 7.2% - if you can’t brew something
decent at that strength then I suspect that you are in
The York, Churchingford, the wrong job!
is dog friendly - but I had
Paul Davey
to promise not to bite!
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